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Abstract
Diploma thesis  “The mental  problems of  patients  with multiple  sclerosis  and
quality of chronic disease management” deals with mental problems of several
chosen patients with this disease and enables to view of patient’s feelings and
quality of sick-nursing in Czech Republic. It is based on interviews with multiple
sclerosis patients, with relations of patients and with provider of services / head
nurse /.
The aim of the thesis is to chart mental problems of several chosen patients, to
recognise how they go through the illness and to compare points of  view of
multiple sclerosis patients, relations and provider of services on existing model of
chronic disease management in Czech Republic. The analysis of different views is
important because efficient care system has big influence on course of disease. In
addition multiple sclerosis belongs in chronic diseases which became main cause
of death in industrial countries at second half of last century. These diseases are
the most frequent reason why people need health care.
Subsequent  evaluation  of  selected  methods  of  research  of  associated  mental
problems of multiple sclerosis /and quality of live/ and comparison of all methods
which were used in this thesis, in relation to gained information, about to be
background for  other  researches,  which  main  target  could  be  to  investigate
patient’s  feelings and to  find the way how the closest  relations and chronic
disease management can help to solve problems of patients.
